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George Washington Univ., Washington DC. Pocket outline and reference includes more than 200

tables, flowcharts, and figures. New sections are: breast cancer treatment, menopause

management, management of hypercholesterolemia, HIV in pregnancy, and GYN oncology

guidelines. Previous edition: c1995. For students and residents.
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Written for Ob/Gyn residents, medical students, clinicians and other medical professionals, this

handy pocket reference contains a wealth of information presented in an outline format with over

150 tables, flowcharts and figures. The small trim size makes it easy to carry in a lab coat or scrub

shirt pocket. Now in an entirely revised 5th Edition, this popular reference has been the pocket

reference of choice for medical professionals around the world.

An Honest Seller! The minney mighty manual delivered promptly, and in excellent condition! The

contents is comprehensive, and fits in my pocket! I wish it was slightly larger print. Overall, Fantastic

quick reference! Thank You!

You can tell the medical students at your local teaching hospital. They're the ones with the short lab

coats and the pockets bulging with small paper-back books.For those who are in training to become



a Doctor a premium is placed on easily-accessible, highly accurate and important information. I

remember going through my clinical rotations and thinking that I needed a "pocket" book for every

medical rotation to supplement my massive 20-pound, $100 texts while I was on the wards and in

the clinic.Early into my OB/GYN Residency I got the hot scoop - THIS is the book to keep in your

lab-coat if you're practicing OB/GYN. By the time I was a chief resident this book had saved me time

and heartache and saved my patients from my blunders over and over. Like all "pocket" texts, this

one doesn't contain lengthy discussions. But it DOES contain what you need to get through that

night on OB/GYN call. And the next one.... and the next.The treatment for Pelvic Inflammatory

Disease (and hundreds of other common clinical situations)- before it's burned into your brain it's

right here at your fingertips. It even gives you concise "go-by's" for how to dictate your operative

reports for the most common OB/GYN surgeries.Since I got my first one a decade ago I've never

NOT had a copy of this in my lab coat. I use it infrequently now, but when young trainees seem to

need a push towards a clue - I push them towards this little gem.

This book continues to be a must have for everybody interested in or practicing Ob/Gyn. It is

certainly the most convenient pocket reference anyone can expect to have.This revision is definitely

worth the investment, with updated information in all the disciplines within the field. New additions

include the B-Lynch suture, expanded cancer staging and treatment algorhythms as well as

expanded information on HRT. I highly reccomend picking up the 5th edition to add to your pocket!!

This handbook survival guide is a FAST, accurate, useful way to reference any topic in Ob/GYN &

Infertility.As a medical student, this book has allowed me to shine many times over while on my

OB/GYN rotation. All students and beyond should own this book. In fact, I feel extremely confident

taking my national OB/GYN exam after studying and learning this book. EVERYTHING you need to

know is broken down in an easy to read, organized, precise manner containing the most relevant

needed information on a topic. Residents and attendings have been amazed at my depth of

knowledge since I've read this book. What more could you ask for...

This book is a must have for any clinician working with Obstetrics and Gynocology. This pocket

sized reference covers critical topics and provides immediate answers to questions of issues that

arise for anyone working with female patients. The book has easy to read algorithms and charts,

information on all aspects of Gyn practice, including uro-gynocology and oncologic staging.



For this book, you need a magnifying glass to read it! The print is way too small. It's okay to use

when accompanied with a textbook but not great on its own. Additionally, I think it's out of date and

not up to ACOG standards. Of the entire 5 week rotation, I picked up this book once!

Great book..wonderful quick guide to everything you need to know fast!I also used this as a quick

review for CREOG's, it has all the high yield stuff they'll test you on!Cons: a slightly larger type

version should be considered.

I bought this 5th edition on .com and it is worth DHL freight.It has many great tables, flowcharts, and

very good pictures and.. it's really current!.Now it is a handy but great companion to my OBGY

rotation.
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